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Selling for a lower price than any similar guidebook, and deliberately limited to a short 256
pages, this EasyGuide is an exercise in creating easily-absorbed travel information. It
emphasizes the authentic experiences in each destination:the most important attractions, the
classic method of approaching a particular destination; the best choices for accommodations
and meals; the best ways to maximize the enjoyment of your stay. Because it is "quick to read,
light to carry", it is called an "EasyGuide", and reflects Arthur Frommer's lifetime of experience in
presenting clear and concise travel advice.

About the AuthorRobert Ullian was educated at Amherst College and Columbia University. His
work has appeared in publications ranging from Mademoiselle and Esquire to the Boston
Phoenix. A recipient of a National Endowment for the Arts grant in fiction, he is the author of
guidebooks on Israel, Bali, Morocco as well of coauthor of Frommer's Venice Walking Tours and
Frommer's Israel Past and Present. He divides his time between Israel and Amherst, MA.--This
text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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book.ABOUT THE FROMMER'S TRAVEL GUIDESFor most of the past 50 years, Frommer’s
has been the leading series of travel guides in North America, accounting for as many as 24% of
all guidebooks sold. I think I know why.Though we hope our books are entertaining, we
nevertheless deal with travel in a serious fashion. Our guidebooks have never looked on such
journeys as a mere recreation, but as a far more important human function, a time of learning
and introspection, an essential part of a civilized life. We stress the culture, lifestyle, history and



beliefs of the destinations we cover, and urge our readers to seek out people and new ideas as
the chief rewards of travel.We have never shied from controversy. We have, from the beginning,
encouraged our authors to be intensely judgmental, critical—both pro and con—in their
comments, and wholly independent. Our only clients are our readers, and we have triggered the
ire of countless prominent sorts, from a tourist newspaper we called “practically worthless” (it
unsuccessfully sued us) to the many rip-offs we’ve condemned.And because we believe that
travel should be available to everyone regardless of their incomes, we have always been cost-
conscious at every level of expenditure. Though we have broadened our recommendations
beyond the budget category, we insist that every lodging we include be sensibly priced. We use
every form of media to assist our readers, and are particularly proud of our feisty daily website,
the award-winning .I have high hopes for the future of Frommer’s. May these guidebooks, in all
the years ahead, continue to reflect the joy of travel and the freedom that travel represents. May
they always pursue a cost-conscious path, so that people of all incomes can enjoy the rewards
of travel. And may they create, for both the traveler and the persons among whom we travel, a
community of friends, where all human beings live in harmony and peace.Arthur Frommer1THE
BEST OF ISRAELFor a country the size of New Jersey, Israel is startlingly diverse. When you
find yourself in the silent, haunting desertscape near the Dead Sea, spotting ibexes on cliffs that
are dotted with inaccessible caves—like those in which the Dead Sea Scrolls lay hidden for
more than 18 centuries—it can be hard to believe that less than 60 minutes away is the 19th-
century East European ghetto world of Jerusalem’s Orthodox Mea Shearim quarter. And a few
blocks from Mea Shearim, you’ll find the labyrinthine medieval Arab bazaars of the Old City, with
calls to prayer from the city’s minarets punctuating your wanderings. Hop into a sherut (shared
taxi) to Tel Aviv, and in an hour you’re in a world of glass skyscrapers, surfboards, and bikinis on
the beach. Travel 2½ hours to the north, and you can explore ruined Crusader castles in the
green forests of the Galilee Mountains.The Holy Land surprises visitors in other ways as well.
Thirty-five years ago, the country was still an austere, no-frills society—Israelis lived with few
luxuries, and this spartan life was part of the national ideology. Today, Israeli society is
frenetically inventive, the country’s economy is booming, the standard of living has skyrocketed,
and many surveys rank Israel’s percapita income among the top 20 in the world. Israel is
becoming a nation with a lively sense of style and a taste for the good life. Luxury and better-
quality hotel accommodations have popped up all over the country, and visitors find an
interesting array of restaurants, shopping opportunities, and sophisticated boutique
wineries.With the Israeli-Jordanian peace treaty, a journey to Israel can also easily include an
excursion to the fabulous ancient Nabatean city of Petra in Jordan, camping with Bedouin in
Jordan’s wild Wadi Rum, or a stay at one of the excellent luxury spas on the Jordanian side of
the Dead Sea.But amid Israel’s busy swirl of exoticism, ancient sites, markets, and crowded
highways, you can still find young, idealistic kibbutzim and communities in the Negev, where
new immigrants and old-timers are reclaiming the land from the desert as they learn how to live
on it, appreciate its wonders, and make it truly their own.ISRAEL’S iconic EXPERIENCES



Visiting the Dome of the Rock and the Temple Mount (Haram Es Sharif): Built by the early
Islamic rulers of Jerusalem in A.D. 691 on the site of the Temple of Solomon, this shrine is one of
the world’s most beautiful structures and the centerpiece of this awesome, sacred compound.
Take the time to experience the power of this extraordinary place on your own. Go to Page. The
Western Wall on the Eve of Sabbath: Enter Jerusalem’s Jaffa Gate before Shabbat and join the
flow of worshippers making their way downhill through the bazaars and alleys of the Old City as
they move toward the Western Wall. At the Wall, you’ll feel the magnetism and charisma that this
remnant of the ancient Temple possesses for millions in the Jewish world. Go to Page. Twilight
from a Rooftop in Jerusalem’s Old City: Find a high vantage point (the terrace of the Austrian
Hospice, the roof of the Petra Hotel, or the roof of Papa Andreas’s Restaurant) where you can
watch over the Old City and listen to echoes of synagogue prayers, mosque chants, and church
bells that usher in Jerusalem’s aura of evening sanctity. See chapter 5. Journeying into the Past
at Mea Shearim: This Hassidic Jewish quarter of Jerusalem is a surviving fragment of the
ultrareligious world of East European Jewry that disappeared into the Holocaust. A walk through
these streets offers insight into the powerful traditions that continue to make Israel unique. Go to
Page. An Evening Stroll Through Old Jaffa: The beautifully restored Casbah of Old Jaffa is filled
with galleries, shops, cafes, great restaurants, and vistas of minarets and Crusader ruins set
against the sunset and the sea. It’s a special Israeli mix of the ancient and the cutting edge. Go
to Page. Holy Week in Jerusalem: Starting with the Palm Sunday procession into the Old City
and continuing with the Stations of the Cross on Good Friday and the Easter Sunday rites of the
Latin, Orthodox, Coptic, Ethiopian, and Armenian churches at the Holy Sepulcher Church, this is
a time of passion and meaning for the thousands of pilgrims. Yad VaShem Memorial &
Holocaust Museum: A visit to this complex of memorials and museums in Jerusalem that
commemorates the six million Jews who fell victim to the Nazis is an act of contemplation about
the dangers of hatred and indifference to suffering. No visitor can leave unaffected. Go to Page.
Circling the Sea of Galilee: This gemlike, turquoise lake set amid the mountains of Galilee is
Israel’s greatest natural treasure and was the landscape of Jesus’s ministry. The eastern and
northern shores are less developed and better reveal the lake’s poetry. Explore biblical sites and
watch twilight fall over this magical body of water from a eucalyptus-shaded beach. Kibbutz Ein
Gev is perfect for overnighting and idyllic swimming. Rent a car for a few days and freewheel
through the Galilee’s olive groves, wineries, ruined Roman-era synagogues, Crusader castles,
ancient churches, and the walled Casbah of Akko beside the Mediterranean. See chapter 7.THE
most evocative ANCIENT SITES & CITIESIsrael and neighboring Jordan are filled with ancient
sites and cities from every part of their long histories. Some sites are famous places of
pilgrimage; others were lost and forgotten until modern times. Now, dazzling physical
monuments to the past are being recovered at a rapid pace. City of David: Just outside the
present walls of Jerusalem, this is where most of Jerusalem was located from prehistoric to Old
Testament times. Presently undergoing intensive, sometimes controversial, archaeological
excavation, this area is now in the densely populated Arab neighborhood of Silwan. It is best



visited on an organized tour or with a guide. Go to Page. Capernaum, Tabgha & the Mount of
Beatitudes: This lyrically lovely corner of the Sea of Galilee was the center of Jesus’s early
ministry. It contains the sites of St. Peter’s house, the Miracle of the Loaves and the Fishes, and
the Sermon on the Mount. See chapter 7. Masada: Herod’s dramatic desert palace, built on an
almost inaccessible mesa/plateau in about 10 B.C., became the final stronghold of the First
Jewish Revolt against Rome. Here, in A.D. 73, the last Jews to live under their own rule (until the
1948 creation of the State of Israel) committed mass suicide on the eve of their conquest by
Roman armies. Go to Page. Basilica of the Nativity (Bethlehem, West Bank): The site of Jesus’s
birth, this is the oldest surviving church in the Holy Land; the Persians spared it during their
invasion in A.D. 614 because, according to legend, they were impressed by a representation of
the Magi (fellow Persians) that decorated the building. Go to Page. Caesarea (on the coast
between Tel Aviv and Haifa): Built by Herod as the great harbor and seaport of his kingdom, this
was the splendid capital of Roman Judea and Byzantine-era Palestine. The vast Roman and
Crusader ruins include amphitheaters, a hippodrome, and Crusader forts that are all the more
romantic with Mediterranean waves lapping at the ancient stones. Go to Page. Zippori
(Sepphoris, near Nazareth): This cosmopolitan Jewish-Hellenistic city, close to Nazareth, was
the capital of the Galilee in Roman times. Especially interesting because the area was probably
familiar to Jesus, Zippori’s highlights include a colonnaded street, a mosaic synagogue floor,
and a masterpiece mosaic portrait of a Roman-era woman dubbed “the Mona Lisa of the
Galilee.” Go to Page. Korazim: Once hidden by mountains of thistles, this Roman-Byzantine-era
Jewish town in the hills just northeast of the Sea of Galilee is a beautiful place with sweeping
views of the lake. Houses and an ancient synagogue adorned with beautifully carved black
basalt detailing still stand. Go to Page. Petra: One of the great wonders of the world, yet
forgotten for a thousand years, this legendary 2,000-year-old Nabatean city carved from the
walls of a hidden desert canyon is the highlight of excursion tours into Jordan. The entire Petra
experience, including the trek into the canyon, has an air of adventure and mystery. Stays of 1 or
2 nights are recommended. See chapter 10.THE best WAYS TO EXPERIENCE ISRAEL LIKE A
LOCAL Watching the Sun Set over the Mediterranean: Israel’s entire coastline of white-sand
beaches, cliffs, and bluffs faces directly west into the sunset. The Jewish Day traditionally begins
with the marking of sunset. Take a half-hour and find a spot to watch the sun sink into the sea—
it’s a memorable way to unwind and reflect. Going with the Flow on the Sabbath: The idea that
every living thing must be allowed to rest for one-seventh of its existence is one of Judaism’s
ancient precepts. In modern Israel, most businesses and public transportation cease on
Shabbat and everyone relaxes, if not rests. Join the national aura of Sabbath calm: Keep your
Sabbath itinerary slow and restful. Wildflower-Watching in Late Winter: After the winter rains,
thousands of Israelis and travelers pour into the Galilee to enjoy the oceans of wildflowers and
the famous wild irises near Netanya and the Gilboa hills that cover the normally parched
landscape; it’s a tradition akin to cherry-blossom viewing in Japan. Sampling the Music Scene:
Israel possesses an oversupply of magnificent musicians; even smaller cities, such as



Beersheba, are home to orchestras that would be the envy of world capitals. Check local tourist
offices for information about concerts and festivals ranging from classical to jazz to traditional
local music. Noshing Your Way Through the Arab Bazaars of Jerusalem’s Old City: Sample this
authentic food festival of treats while you wander: oven-fresh pita breads with local spices;
kanaffeh (a scrumptious sweet cheese dessert that looks like pizza doused in honey); fresh figs
or grapes sold straight from the baskets of country women; stuffed grape leaves, baklava, and
sesame cookies with perfumed tea; or even a shepherd’s liver-and-spleen sandwich! Riding
Public Transportation: A busy, efficient network of inter- and intracity buses, shared taxis, and
trains takes you everywhere (except during the Sabbath), and drivers and conductors are
required to know English. This is a great way to travel, mix with Israelis, and get a feel for the
fascinating and diverse populace. Ask Questions Everywhere: Israelis and Palestinians live with
passion. They have lots to say, and most speak at least some English. Ask polite questions.
Don’t impose your own views—just listen to the answers you get. You’ll hear a mosaic of feelings
that reflect Israel’s ancient traditions and modern complexities.ISRAEL’S best RESTAURANTS
Little Jerusalem at Ticho House (Jerusalem): This restaurant is set in a 19th-century gardened
mansion that was home to a legendary Jerusalem family. The food is fabulous! Go to Page.
Machneyuda (Jerusalem): At the edge of the Market District, this favorite offers the country’s
most inventive (and luxurious) menu, lively spirit, and a joy-filled open kitchen where you can
watch three master chefs at work. Go to Page. Jerusalem’s Machane Yehuda Market: This
enormous market for produce, spices, and exotic ingredients is dotted with tiny no-name,
genuine eateries and a sprinkling of new boutique food shops and gourmet restaurants. Sip
fresh almond milk, munch sweet grapes or a bag of fresh-from-the-oven ruggele pastry, and let
the aromas, sights, and mountains of foods overwhelm you. Go to Page. Catit (Tel Aviv): There’s
no view here, but chef Meir Adoni has created a menu filled with the richest, most lavishly
romantic dishes ever seen in Israel. The food is dreamlike, while the setting is quiet and
charming. Go to Page. Margaret Tayar’s (Jaffa): A breezy garden terrace by the sea, at the foot
of the Casbah of Old Jaffa, is the location for long and talkative Mediterranean-style evening
meals, where Jaffa’s most legendary cook brings you creations and tidbits from her tiny kitchen.
Go to Page. Cordelia (Jaffa): Located in a Crusader-era Jaffa building lit by hundreds of
candles, Cordelia is food as theater and like nothing else in Israel. Chef Nir Zook’s inventive
menu is designed to surprise, amaze, shock, and please. Go to Page. Decks (Tiberias): With a
setting that floats on the surface of the Sea of Galilee like a dream, Decks offers luxurious meats
and fish expertly grilled over olive- and citrus-wood fires. As an extra, go on a complimentary
postdinner disco cruise. Decks is kosher and a great choice for a memorable evening at
moderate-to-expensive prices. Go to Page. Helena (Caesarea): With vistas of the sea, waves
lapping at its terrace, and a great young chef designing its menu, this restaurant, set amid the
ruins of Caesarea, may be the most romantic spot in Israel for a gourmet meal, especially when
the sun sets over the Mediterranean. Go to Page.ISRAEL’S best HOTELS David Citadel Hotel
(Jerusalem): Rival to the luxurious King David, this hotel is architecturally engaging and lively



and offers a state-of-the-art spa along with excellent food services, including a great kosher
sushi bar. Almost all the light, modern guestrooms offer Old City views. Go to Page. Saint Mark’s
Lutheran Guest House (Jerusalem): Simple, beautiful, affordable, and atmospheric, with tranquil
gardens overlooking the main Arab bazaar, this is the best place to stay in the Old City. Go to
Page. American Colony Hotel (Jerusalem): This atmospheric, gardened enclave was once a
19th-century pasha’s villa. As an international meeting place between East and West Jerusalem,
it attracts journalists, writers, and archaeologists and may be the most romantic spot in the
Middle East (outside Rick’s Café in the film “Casablanca”). The hotel’s Saturday afternoon lunch
buffet is famous. Go to Page. Mount Zion Hotel (Jerusalem): This lesser-known four-star
standout features lovely gardens, interesting architecture, a large swimming pool, and the most
dramatic vistas of the Old City, Hinnom Valley, and the Mount of Olives of any Jerusalem hotel.
The Tower rooms and suites are very special. Go to Page. Harmony Hotel (Jerusalem): Located
on a picturesque pedestrian street in the heart of West Jerusalem, the Harmony is a moderately
priced boutique hotel that offers fresh style, attentive service, and pleasant extras, such as a free
late-afternoon happy hour with snacks. Go to Page. Jerusalem Inn Hotel (Jerusalem): Just a
short walk from the Old City and 1½ blocks from Zion Square, the bustling Ben-Yehuda, and
Yoel Salomon malls, this small hotel offers near-budget rates and tidy, no-frills doubles with a
touch of style. Go to Page. Abraham Hostel (Jerusalem): A great new concept in hostels, the
Abraham offers guests a lively spirit of camaraderie and lots of tours, ideas, and advice on how
to really experience Jerusalem and Israel. Go to Page. Tel Aviv Sheraton Hotel & Towers (Tel
Aviv): The most fun of Tel Aviv’s luxury hotels—right on the beach, but steps away from the city’s
restaurant and gallery district—feels like an urban resort. Food services are probably the best of
any hotel in the country, topped off by the inventive (and kosher) Olive Leaf. Direct
Mediterranean views from many of the guestrooms, complete with dazzling sunsets, are a plus,
as are the calm, well-run club-level lounges. Go to Page. Efendi (Akko): A romantic combination
of luxury and authenticity, this beautifully restored villa/boutique hotel has helped turn exotic but
undervisited Akko into an overnight destination. Go to Page. Vered HaGalil Guest Farm
(Galilee): This country retreat, set among gorgeous gardens and vistas, offers rustic family
bungalows, an attentive staff, and a great base for exploring the Galilee. It also offers beautiful
horses and the best riding programs in Israel, and it lies within walking distance of the ruins of
Korazim, a Roman-era Jewish village complete with an ancient synagogue. Go to
Page.2SUGGESTED ITINERARIESWithout a doubt, Jerusalem is the most fascinating place in
Israel, so if you have a very limited amount of time, plan to spend much of it there. Distances are
not great in Israel, and it is possible to get a quick taste of the desert, the Mediterranean coast,
and even the Sea of Galilee on organized day trips from Jerusalem. But if you want to visit Eilat
or get a real feel for the Galilee, then you’re going to have to get on the road and move around
the country. To help you make the most of your time, this chapter offers two itineraries. The first is
for the time-dependent traveler who can spend only a week or two in Israel. The second is
specifically designed for families. The chapter also includes a summary of each region in the



country for those who prefer to plan their own itineraries.ISRAEL IN 2 WEEKSThis itinerary
allows time to enjoy the beauty and variety of Israel’s landscapes. You’ll swim in four seas and
have a solid block of time in which to explore Jerusalem, the jewel in the crown.Day 1: Tel Aviv &
JaffaHead from Ben-Gurion Airport to a hotel close to the sea. Lots of sunlight will help get you
into the rhythm of Israeli time. In the cool of the evening, explore the Old City of Jaffa with its
medieval streets, galleries, and eateries overlooking the sea.Day 2: Tel AvivSpend at least a few
hours at Tel Aviv’s unique Diaspora Museum. Swim as the sun plummets into the Mediterranean
and then head to the Tel Aviv Port, recently recycled into a stylish seaside boardwalk, for an
evening of people-watching, dining, shopping, dancing, and drinking.Day 3: HaifaHead to Haifa
next, but use it as a base for excursions. Consider spending the day touring the countryside,
including the walled Arabic port city of Akko, famous for ancient bazaars and mosques. Near
Akko, Kibbutz Lohammei HaGetaot, founded by survivors of the Holocaust, combines past
tragedy with hope for the future: It contains an important Holocaust Museum, set amid the
orchards and fields where the descendants of those few who survived have made their lives.Day
4: Freewheeling Through the GalileeMove inland across the northern Galilee. Base yourself in
the mystic, mountaintop city of Safed or at a kibbutz guesthouse. Visit the ancient ruined
synagogue at Bar’am (the best preserved in Israel). Dine at a rustic spot, such as Dag Al HaDan,
a trout-farm restaurant set amid streams, where the fish on your plate was alive and swimming
while you were parking your car.Day 5: The Sea of GalileeCircle the shoreline of this mysterious
and lovely lake with its New Testament sites at Tabgha, Capernaum, Kursi, and the Mount of
Beatitudes, where the Sermon on the Mount was given. The eastern shore south of Ein Gev has
quiet, eucalyptus-shaded beaches.Day 6: More GalileeWhile you’re based at the Sea of Galilee,
make your way south to Nazareth, famous for the Church of the Annunciation and Nazareth
Biblical Village, with its replicas of buildings from the time of Jesus. Next day, check out the ruins
of Zippori, a Hellenistic-era metropolis close to the then-tiny Nazareth of Jesus’s childhood.Day
7: Galilee to the Dead SeaTravel south through the Jordan Valley to visit the vast archaeological
park of Roman-era Bet She’an or the Crusader castle ruins at Belvoir. Or make a short stop at
the famous zodiac mosaic floor of the 5th-century Bet Alpha Synagogue at Kibbutz Heftziba.Day
8: The Dead Sea, Masada & Ein GediExplore the legendary Herodian fortress of Masada, where
the last Jewish resisters against Rome chose suicide over surrender; try to sink in the amazing
Dead Sea. Indulge in the famous therapeutic mud, mineral, and massage treatments at one of
the many Dead Sea spa/hotels or at the Kibbutz Ein Gedi Spa. Or hike the Ein Gedi Reserve, a
canyon oasis where David hid from King Saul.Day 9: EilatSnorkel Eilat’s coral reef with its exotic
Indian Ocean fish or view the fish at the aquarium or from a glass-bottom boat. Enjoy Eilat’s busy
restaurant scene and nightlife. For kids, there are camel rides and the Dolphin Reef, where you
can watch wild dolphins leap in the distance.Day 10: Drive to JerusalemEn route to Jerusalem (4
hr.), stop at Timna Park’s desert landscapes or look around Kibbutz Lotan’s inventive desert
buildings and organic farm—you may want to overnight here to get the feel of a genuine, creative
kibbutz. In Jerusalem, drop bags at your hotel, return the rental car, and take an evening walk to



the Jewish Quarter of the Old City and the Western Wall.Day 11: The Old CityGet up early and
go into the Old City to see the Temple Mount. The Temple Mount, with the magnificent Dome of
the Rock and Al Aqsa Mosque, is open Sunday to Thursday 9 to 11am and sometimes in the
early afternoon (hours vary; it may be open at 8am). It’s a highlight of any journey to Jerusalem
and should not be missed. Exit the Old City via the Damascus Gate and take a round-trip taxi to
the Mount of Olives, which is best visited in the morning, when the sun will be behind you as you
look (and photograph) west to the panorama of the Old and New cities. Afterward, explore the
Old City bazaars; the Crusader Church of St. Anne, with its exquisite acoustics; and the Holy
Sepulcher Church.Day 12: The New CityGo on Egged Bus no. 99’s Jerusalem Highlights tour,
which takes you all over the city. Visit the Israel Museum or Yad VaShem Holocaust Memorial &
Museum (or both).Day 13: More of New JerusalemChoose from the Knesset, with its Chagall
panels; Hadassah Hospital Ein Kerem, with its world-famous Chagall stained-glass windows;
and a host of small museum gems (see chapter 5). Take an excursion to bucolic Ein Kerem,
village of John the Baptist, or to Mini Israel, 45 minutes from Jerusalem, where you can see
miniatures of almost every place you’ve visited (at twilight, the buildings’ interior lights go on).
Other choices for the late afternoon are a visit to West Jerusalem’s Machane Yehuda produce
market—colorful and filled with great places for falafel, mixed grill, hummus, and other treats.
Walk over to Mea Shearim via Ethiopia Street and explore this 19th-century world of East
European Jewry.Day 14: Your Favorites in JerusalemBrowse the Old City—it’s endlessly
fascinating—or if you haven’t done so, visit (or revisit) Yad VaShem or the Israel Museum.
Choose a place with a view or special menu for your farewell dinner, and then finish your
shopping before heading off to the airport.8 DAYS IN NORTHERN ISRAEL WITH YOUNG
KIDSIsrael is a kid-friendly country, and exploring it through a child’s eyes will add new levels of
meaning to your journey. The country is a tale of two halves. Southern Israel is filled with a
plethora of attractions and sites geared to kids, from camel-trekking in the Ramon Crater to
riding in glass-bottom boats above the coral reefs of Eilat to floating in the Dead Sea. Even
archaeological sites, such as Masada, are filled with adventure and drama for young ones.
Touring the northern part of Israel with a child, however, requires more careful planning. Only the
most pious child will enjoy darkened holy places, the rubble of archaeological sites, and being
hounded by shopkeepers in the Jerusalem bazaars trying to sell child-size crowns of thorns. So
this itinerary is designed to help you navigate the northern spots without taxing you or your
child’s patience.Jerusalem SightseeingTailor the Jerusalem suggestions in this tour to the days
when sites are open. The Temple Mount is closed to visitors Friday and Saturday; much of West
Jerusalem shuts for Shabbat. There are wonderful concerts, performances, and lectures (many
in English); check the Friday editions of “The Jerusalem Post” or “Haaretz” for listings.Days 1 &
2: Jerusalem’s Old CitySpend your morning in the Old City, exploring the bazaar and Jewish,
Christian, and Islamic holy sites. Be sure to visit the Crusader-era Church of Saint Anne, where
groups and individuals of all religions are welcome to try out the exquisite acoustics with
religious songs of any tradition. Check the Via Dolorosa between the fourth and fifth Stations of



the Cross for shops selling simple Kanafeh (an ancient kind of sweet cheese pizza) at Jaffar and
Sons Pastry Cafe on the Suq Khan es-Zeit Bazaar is always a big hit.Day 3: Jerusalem’s New
CityVisit the Israel Museum. Children will especially enjoy the Children’s Museum; the wall of
Chanukah menorahs from all over the world in the Judaica Wing; and the Billy Rose Sculpture
Garden filled with works by Picasso, Rodin, and others. For older kids, the Bible Lands Museum,
next to the Israel Museum, contains awesome, interactive computer explanations of scarabs and
ancient inscriptions and brings ancient artifacts to life. Move on to the excellent Tisch Family
Zoological Gardens.Day 4: To the GalileeDrive north through Jordan Valley. Stop to swim at
Sachne, which has a water park for kids; check out Belvoir Crusader castle and Hammat Gader
hot springs, with its alligator farm, vast ruins of ancient baths, and a good Thai restaurant. Take a
swim in the lake before dining at Ein Gev on incredibly fresh Saint Peter’s fish.Kids’ ActivitiesNo
matter where you travel with your kids, always read the Friday “Haaretz/Herald Tribune” and “The
Jerusalem Post” and check in with tourist information offices. Especially in summer, there’s
usually an array of street performers at night on Jerusalem’s Ben-Yehuda Mall or Tel Aviv’s
beach promenade, puppet shows, and special museum exhibits and activities aimed at kids.Day
5: The GalileeSwim in the lake at Ein Gev’s beautiful beach, explore the nearby ruined Roman-
era Jewish village of Korazim, and then ride the quiet Galilee countryside on Vered HaGalil’s
beautiful horses. End the day on an evening party boat on the Sea of Galilee.Day 6: To Tel Aviv
via Nazareth & CaesareaExplore Nazareth Village for its replicas of biblical-era houses and
synagogues and then head off to explore the vast seaside Roman and Crusader ruins at
Caesarea, which includes a great multimedia presentation. Check into a beachfront hotel in Tel
Aviv before dining at Margaret Tayar’s in Jaffa, which has acclaimed food and is very informal, so
kids can prowl around between courses. Take an evening stroll through romantic Old Jaffa.Day
7: Tel AvivSee the Eretz Israel Museum’s exhibitions of living crafts, planetarium, and ancient
glass; there’s a great museum shop for kids and adults. For older kids, move on to the Diaspora
Museum; for younger kids, try the wonderful drive-through Safari Park, where children find the
thriving giraffe herd fascinating. Take a late-afternoon Mediterranean swim.MORE kid-friendly
picks IN ISRAELDan Caesarea (Caesarea) Set amid vast, lush gardens, with an enormous pool
and a kid-size basketball court, this is a fun place to relax for a day or so while taking in the
region. The nearby ancient ruins of Caesarea come alive with a modern, multimedia
presentation.Dan Carmel Hotel (Haifa) The energetic children’s summer staff and evening
entertainment captivate kids, and the swimming pool is deliciously warm by August. The Dan
Hotels’ children’s clubs are excellent throughout the country.Kibbutz Shefayim Guest House
(north of Tel Aviv) This place has a mobbed kids’ water park and a swimming pool with artificial
waves and a sandy bottom. Kids also like walking along the wild cliff-side paths overlooking the
Mediterranean as they watch the sun set.Taybet Zaman Hotel and Resort (Petra, Jordan) The
entire Petra experience is exciting for kids. The unique Taybet Zaman hotel, created from a
traditional Bedouin village, is charming and itself an interesting place to explore.Day 8: Back to
JerusalemStop at Mini Israel, located between Tel Aviv and Jerusalem, where kids can explore



miniatures of virtually every landmark they have visited in Israel. Stop off in Jerusalem for last-
minute shopping and a good-bye dinner in West Jerusalem. Head off to Ben-Gurion Airport for a
late-night flight home or spend 1 more night in Jerusalem and fly home the next morning.The
Regions in BriefIt doesn’t take much time to get from one region of Israel to another (at some
points, it’s only 16km/10 miles wide), but you’ll find the country is enormously varied. A quick
review of the landscape will help you to decide where to spend your time.Jerusalem The jewel
in the crown. The city is many worlds: modern and timeless; Jewish and Arab; religious and
nonreligious. The walled, labyrinthine Old City has been named a World Heritage Site; in
addition to being a perfectly preserved town with more than 4,000 years of history, it contains the
great holy places of Judaism, Christianity, and Islam—the Temple Mount with the Dome of the
Rock and the Al Aqsa Mosque, the Western Wall, and the Church of the Holy Sepulcher.
Highlights of the New City include the remarkable Israel Museum, which houses the Dead Sea
Scrolls, and Yad VaShem, the haunting Holocaust Memorial and Museum.The Dead Sea Easy
to visit for a day by using Jerusalem as your base, the Dead Sea, the lowest point on the earth,
is also a good place to visit for a few days as part of a jaunt into the Negev Desert. The almost
impregnable Herodian Fortress of Masada, the most dramatic ancient site in the country, is
perched on a plateau above the Dead Sea. It was here that the last Jewish resisters against
Rome committed suicide rather than surrender. The beautiful canyon oasis of Ein Gedi is
another attraction, as is the unique experience of trying to sink in the mineral-heavy Dead Sea.
The southern Israeli shore of the sea is now lined with world-famous spas and hotels offering an
array of therapeutic and beauty-treatment packages.The Negev The southern part of Israel
(nearly two-thirds of the country) is desert and semidesert; it contains beautiful nature reserves
and is great for hiking and nature tours. This part of the country, least visited by tourists, is
perhaps the most mysterious. Long famous for its coral reef and laid-back snorkeling and diving
opportunities, Eilat, at the southern tip of the Negev, is a world unto itself—a mirage rising out of
the sand, with dozens of new high-rise megahotels and fancy restaurants grouped on the city’s
few miles of Red Sea shoreline. The Sinai Coast of Egypt, a bit farther south and easily
accessible from Eilat, offers reefs that are more spectacular, a landscape that is more dramatic
and less developed, and hotels that are considerably less expensive.Tel Aviv Full of energy and
verve (many wonder how it can be in the same country as Jerusalem), Tel Aviv has great
restaurants, good beaches, and three inventive museums: the Diaspora Museum, the Eretz
Israel Museum, and the Tel Aviv Museum of Art. From April to October, Tel Aviv is a good first
stop in Israel—you can spend a day or two at the beach to recover from jet lag before plunging
into the rest of the country.The Mediterranean Coast If you want to relax on the beach, get to
know this area, also known as the Golden Coast. The ruined Roman- and Crusader-era city of
Caesarea is the most dramatic archaeological site along the coast; farther north, the Old City of
Akko, with its bazaars, cafes, and minarets beside the Mediterranean, is the most exotic site.
Kibbutzim and moshav holiday villages, from Nahsholim, south of Haifa, right up to the
northernmost coast, are good spots for a pleasant beach break from touring.Haifa Israel’s third



major city offers a spirit and face quite different from Jerusalem or Tel Aviv. It is a business and
industrial city, but it’s also beautifully laid out on a stepped mountain overlooking the harbor. It’s
really dazzling from the heights of Mount Carmel. The magnificent Baha’i Center is also
memorable, and Haifa makes a good urban base for exploring the northwestern part of the
country.The Galilee Israel’s northern region is filled with a lovely countryside of forested
mountains and olive groves dotted with Israeli-Arab cities and towns, kibbutzim, and the remains
of ancient ruined cities, synagogues, and churches. At the heart of the Galilee is the freshwater
Sea of Galilee, a lyrically beautiful body of water made all the more special by its association
with both New and Old Testament sites. The Galilee offers great hiking and nature trails, but it’s
also a good place to rent a car for a few days and freewheel.The West Bank/Palestinian
Authority Areas This was a countryside of classic biblical landscapes and ancient sites, but 20
years of political turmoil and war have made the West Bank difficult to visit at the best of times
and outright dangerous at the worst of times. As of press time, the governments of most Western
countries advise against visiting this area until the political situation improves, so it’s best to
consider this area off limits when planning your itinerary, although visits with organized Christian
tour groups to Bethlehem are popular when the political situation allows.Petra, Jordan Israel’s
neighbor offers dramatic, totally unspoiled landscapes and magnificent sites from ancient times,
such as the legendary rock-hewn city of Petra in the southern part of the country. Luxury and
moderate hotels here are a bargain compared to those in Israel. The less-developed Jordanian
side of the Dead Sea is dotted with hot springs and now contains a number of relaxing spas and
hotels that offer a variety of unique therapeutic and beauty treatments. Wadi Rum, south of
Petra, offers opportunities for camping and hiking with Bedouin guides in one of the most
dramatic desertscapes in the world.3ISRAEL IN CONTEXTIsrael lies on the tectonic plates
where the continents of Africa and Asia, the East and the West, and the Heavenly and the
Earthly all collide. No other place is quite like it.Not only is Israel the birthplace of religions and
ideas that lie at the heart of Western Civilization, but this tiny land encompasses incredible
diversity on every level—deserts and forested mountains, awesome holy sites and hedonistic
beaches, ancient walled cities and coral reefs in crystal-clear waters, medieval bazaars and
sleek high-tech society. To millions of Jews, Christians, and Muslims, Israel is the Holy Land
where Solomon reigned in all his glory, where Jesus taught and performed miracles, and where
Muhammad visited during a miraculous night journey from Mecca. Yet amid this swirl of
charisma, history, legends, and spiritual pull, Israel is also a modern, lively, innovative country
that’s fun and fascinating for visitors.Israel TodayIn 2013, Israel celebrated its 65th anniversary
as an independent country, but its identity and future are still in the process of being shaped.
The country today has fulfilled its mission of becoming a haven where Jews from all over the
world can live free from persecution. With its energetic spirit, high-tech and cultural
achievements, innovative style, and endless absorption of new immigrants, Israel is clearly
thriving. But Israel’s security remains at risk, and with constant waves of immigration, the long-
term identity of Israel is still a work in progress.The population of Israel within its 1967 borders



now stands at about 7,800,000: Approximately 5,700,000 Israeli citizens are Jewish; 1,850,000
are Arab Christians, Muslims, and Druze; and at least 300,000 are of other backgrounds or are
international.Israel’s Jewish population comes from all over the world. Israel’s Arab citizens form
about 22 percent of the county’s population. They are the descendants of Palestinian Muslims
and Christians who remained in the newly formed State of Israel after the 1948 partition of
British Mandate Palestine and Israel’s War of Independence. These groups automatically
became citizens of Israel when the state was created and now number close to two million.
Israel’s Arab population is centered in the Galilee, in mainly Arab cities, such as Nazareth, and in
mixed Jewish/Arab cities, such as Haifa, Akko, and Jaffa. The Druze people and the once-
nomadic Bedouin peoples of the Negev and the Galilee are also part of the Israeli-Arab tapestry.
Israel’s Arab citizens are not required to complete military service; however, most Israeli
Bedouins and Druze serve voluntarily, and a large number have received citations for
valor.Additionally, in East Jerusalem, which Israel captured and annexed in 1967 following the
Six-Day War, live approximately 300,000 East Jerusalem Palestinians who hold permanent
Israeli/Jerusalem resident IDs and reside in the homes and neighborhoods where they lived
before 1967. Most East Jerusalem Palestinians are not actual Israeli citizens, both by their own
choice and the choice of the Israeli government. East Jerusalem Palestinians, unlike the
Palestinians of the West Bank and Gaza, have complete freedom to travel, work, and study
inside Israel. Also, along with thousands of foreign workers from Asia, large numbers of refugees
from wars in Sudan, Somalia, and elsewhere in Africa have made their way into Israel, adding to
the mix of peoples, foods, and cultures you’ll encounter as you travel through the
country.LOOKING BACK: ISRAEL’S HISTORYRecorded Jewish history dates from the time of
Abraham, between 2000 and 1800 B.C. Many elements of the patriarchal chronicles have been
confirmed as accurate by recent archaeological discoveries, but other elements of this
enormously distant past may never be historically documented. Modern scientific methods
reveal that human beings have lived in the Holy Land since the Old Stone Age, some 100,000
years ago. But a history so deep and full of universal significance is almost impossible to grasp
in its entirety. Here is an outline of the major periods and events up to the present.A BRIEF
LOOK AT THE PAST In Israel’s museums and at Israel’s archaeological sites, you will encounter
the following terms used to define the many time periods in Israel’s long history.Late Stone Age
(7500–4000 B.C.): First villages appear, including Jericho; animal husbandry, irrigation, and
pottery begin.Chalcolithic (Copper) Age (4000–3200 B.C.): Copper is used in tools; towns grow;
designs appear on pottery; a culture develops at Beersheba.Early Bronze (Canaanite) Age
(3200–2200 B.C.): Towns are fortified; temples and palaces are built.Middle Bronze (Canaanite)
Age (2200–1550 B.C.): The Age of the Patriarchs; Abraham travels; trade develops; the Hyksos
invade Canaan and Egypt.Late Bronze (Canaanite) Age (1550–1200 B.C.): Hebrews are
enslaved in Egypt; the alphabet develops; the Exodus from Egypt occurs; the Ten
Commandments are delivered on Mount Sinai; Hebrew tribes conquer the Promised Land.Early
Iron Age (1200–1020 B.C.): Period of the Judges; Philistine invasion.Middle Iron Age (1020–842



B.C.): The united kingdom of Israel and Judah under King David (1000 B.C.) with Jerusalem as
capital; between 960 and 950, King Solomon builds the First Temple; it is a golden age of
Israelite culture and power.Late Iron Age (842–587 B.C.): Period of the later kings and prophets;
the Kingdom of Israel is destroyed in 701 B.C. The Kingdom of Judah is destroyed in 587 B.C. by
Babylonians; the First Temple in Jerusalem is destroyed.Babylonian & Persian Periods (587–332
B.C.): Jewish captivity in Babylon, followed by Persian permission to return to Jerusalem; the
Second Temple is built in 515 B.C.; times of Ezra and Nehemiah; public reading of the Torah
begins.Hellenistic & Maccabean Periods (332–37 B.C.): Conquest by Alexander the Great,
followed by Hellenistic dynasties; the Maccabean revolt and liberation of Judea.Roman Period
(37 B.C.–A.D. 324): Herodian dynasty; birth of Jesus, his ministry, and crucifixion; Jewish revolt
against Rome; the Second Temple and Jerusalem are destroyed (A.D. 70); fall of Masada (A.D.
73); Bar Kochba revolt against Rome (A.D. 132–35).Byzantine Period (A.D. 324–640): Galilee
Jews revolt against Byzantine domination; Jerusalem Talmud is completed; Persian invasion and
sack of Jerusalem (A.D. 614); birth and rise of Islam in the Middle East.Arab Period (A.D. 640–
1096): Jerusalem is conquered by Islamic armies (A.D. 638); Arab Empire capital is first at
Damascus, later Baghdad; joint Christian-Muslim protectorate of holy places; Christian
pilgrimage rights are curtailed.The Crusades (1096–1291): First Crusade (1096–99); Crusader
conquest of Jerusalem (1099); Crusader Kingdom established under Godfrey of Bouillon;
Saladin recaptures Jerusalem for Islam (1187); the end of the Fourth Crusade (1202–04) sees
the destruction of Crusader kingdom.Mamluk & Ottoman Turkish Period (1291–1917): Mongols
and Seljuks replace Arabs and Byzantines as rulers of the Holy Land; Ottomans conquer
Palestine in 1517; Suleiman the Magnificent rebuilds Jerusalem’s walls; thousands of Jews,
expelled from Spain and Italy, find refuge in Ottoman Empire; Safed, in the Galilee, becomes a
center for Jewish scholarship; Napoleon’s campaign in Egypt and Palestine (1799); movement
to re-create a Jewish homeland is led by Theodor Herzl (1860–1904), who publishes “The
Jewish State”; first Zionist Congress is held in Basel (1897).THE BRITISH MANDATE The
Balfour Declaration in 1917 announced British support for the creation of a “national home” for
the Jewish people in Palestine. In 1920, after Great Britain had captured the region of Palestine
from the Ottoman Empire at the end of World War I, the League of Nations granted the British a
“mandate” to govern Palestine. In 1922, Great Britain separated Trans-Jordan (present-day
Jordan) from British Mandate Palestine and established a separate Arab country.Within
Palestine, huge progress was made during the first 20 years of British administration. Hospitals
and schools were established in both Jewish and Arab areas, and in Jewish areas, dazzlingly
modern, planned communities, both urban and agricultural, were built; much desolate land was
reclaimed for agricultural use. The Arab population resented British policies of the early 1920s,
which encouraged Jewish immigration; almost immediately after the British Mandate took effect,
political disorder erupted. The era of the British Mandate saw three-way disputes between
British, Jewish, and Arab factions and Arab attacks on Jewish communities, especially in 1921
and 1929. Jewish immigration increased during the early Hitler years.An Arab insurrection from



1936 to 1939 led the British in 1939 to severely limit Jewish immigration before cutting it off
entirely. Thus, during World War II, Jews seeking to escape the Holocaust in Europe were
denied refuge. After the outbreak of World War II, political tensions within Palestine diminished
somewhat, and the area became a bustling Allied military base. However, the coming conflict
was inevitable. In 1946, Arab and Jewish terrorism against the British began, the King David
Hotel was blown up by a Jewish underground group at odds with David Ben-Gurion’s more
mainstream Zionist organization, and the cycle of violence reached new heights.In November
1947, with Britain abstaining, the UN General Assembly voted to partition Palestine into two
states—one Arab and one Jewish. On May 14, 1948, with the Jewish parts of Jerusalem under
Arab siege, fighting widespread across Palestine, and 400,000 Arab Palestinian civilians fleeing
their homes, the British Mandate ended in shambles, and the State of Israel was proclaimed.
Arab armies from surrounding states invaded the fledgling nation but were pushed back, and the
1949 cease-fire lines left Israel in control of somewhat more territory than the UN partition had
allotted. Only a few Jewish areas fell to Arab armies. The Palestinian State proposed for those
areas that remained under Arab control did not come into being. The West Bank and East
Jerusalem (including the Old City) were annexed by Jordan, although most of the international
community did not recognize this act. Jordan granted citizenship to all Palestinians under its
control, the only Arab nation to do so. Egypt occupied but did not annex the Gaza Strip. Its
inhabitants were declared stateless.THE MAKING OF AN INDEPENDENT STATE In the
beginning of the State of Israel’s history, there was enormous exhilaration but also a grim
determination. The double weight of the horrors of the Holocaust and the enormous casualties
suffered in the War of Independence from 1948 to 1949 drove the country to protect every sand
dune, to force life out of the desert, and to create a haven for any Jews who might again find
themselves in danger. Life was austere. For years, food, clothing, razor blades, and paint were
severely rationed, as the country struggled to survive as well as to feed and shelter the
thousands of new immigrants who arrived each month. In less than a decade, the nation’s
population quadrupled as hundreds of thousands of Holocaust survivors and Jewish refugees
from the Middle East arrived. Hundreds of thousands more were added in the 1960s as the
Jewish communities of North Africa fled.Slowly, with enormous effort, conditions grew more
stable. Basic housing was built, uprooted people began to develop new identities, and although
life was still spartan (the founding fathers refused to allow television stations to be established,
claiming that the nation had more important things to attend to), the country began to flourish.
Modern farming and irrigation, along with dedication, made the desert bloom, but even more
important were Israel’s developing industries (today, huge areas of hard-won agricultural land
are being plowed for new cities and industrial zones).WARS & THE SEARCH FOR PEACE
During the Suez War of November 1956, Great Britain and France invaded Egypt to secure the
Suez Canal, which Egypt had nationalized, and Israel (in coordination with the British and
French recapture of Suez) conquered Egypt’s Sinai Peninsula and the Gaza Strip, hoping to put
an end to 9 years of Egyptian attacks on southern Israel. In exchange for the stationing of a UN



peacekeeping force on the Egyptian side of the Israeli-Sinai border, and with promises of
freedom to send its shipping through the Red Sea to Eilat, Israel withdrew entirely from the Sinai
Peninsula and Gaza in early 1957. Ten years of relative peace followed, punctuated by periodic
sniper attacks on the Galilee from Syrian batteries on the Golan Heights and Israeli
retaliations.In May 1967, the UN peacekeeping force that had maintained security on the Israeli-
Egyptian border for 10 years was unilaterally ordered out by Egypt’s president, Gamal Abdel
Nasser, in violation of international guarantees. At the same time, Nasser blockaded the port of
Eilat on the Red Sea, economically strangling Israel, while Syria stood ready to attack the
Galilee from the Golan Heights. For Israelis, only too aware that the nation was less than 16km
(10 miles) wide and that the Jordanian army in East Jerusalem was aimed point-blank at Jewish
West Jerusalem, the agony of these weeks, while the Israeli government tried to rally
international support, was unbearable. The pace of propaganda against Israel throughout the
Arabic world reached new pitches of frenzy, and Arab armies in Egypt and Syria mobilized to
deliver what was claimed would be a crushing blow. The Israelis dug mass graves in the parks of
Tel Aviv in preparation for the civilian casualties of an Arab invasion.In the early morning of June
5, 1967, Israel made a preemptive strike against the air forces of Egypt and Syria. At noon,
Jordan, despite diplomatic pleas that it stay out of the conflict, began to shell West Jerusalem. In
the Six-Day War that followed, Israel swept to an unimaginable victory, conquering the Sinai
Peninsula, the Gaza Strip, the Golan Heights, East Jerusalem, and the entire West Bank. The
Arab world was left in a state of shock. Suddenly Israel was no longer a struggling state hanging
on tenaciously to its hard-won independence. Land areas under its control more than tripled.
Israel’s patriarch, David Ben-Gurion, by then in retirement, warned that all the conquered areas
must be relinquished immediately, but in the euphoria of the day, his words made little sense to
most Israelis. Many believed that peace would finally develop.As the years passed, however, the
Arab world continued to refuse to recognize Israel diplomatically, and the plight of the Palestinian
refugees scattered throughout the Middle East continued to be ignored by the world at large. In
the absence of a peace agreement that would trade most land captured in 1967 for peace, the
occupation of the West Bank and the Gaza Strip began to seem less temporary. The small
political movement for Jewish settlement of the Occupied Territories began to grow, although at
first the Israeli government officially opposed it. Resentment grew among the Palestinians under
occupation.The country experienced a sharp change in fortune in October 1973. The Yom
Kippur War, an unexpected simultaneous attack against Israel launched by Egypt and Syria, had
a sobering effect on the entire nation. In the first days of the attack, the Golan Heights were
almost retaken by Syria, and Egyptian forces, crossing the Suez Canal, overwhelmed Israeli
troops in Sinai. More than 2,500 young Israelis were killed in 1 month, losses proportionately
higher than the casualties the United States sustained during the entire Vietnam War. Egyptian
and Syrian casualties were enormous. Although the war ended with Israeli forces closer than
ever before to Cairo and Damascus, the high cost in lives shook the nation’s confidence and
tarnished the images of its leaders. In a backlash, voters turned against the Labor Party, which



had led the state since its founding, and elected a government dominated by the right-of-center
Likud led by Menachem Begin.In 1977, Prime Minister Begin quietly set in motion a series of
events that resulted in Egypt’s President Anwar Sadat making a dramatic visit to Jerusalem. This
led to a peace treaty with Egypt in March 1979, ending 30 years of war between the two
countries. Accordingly, Israel returned the Sinai to Egypt. With peace established, it remains
open to tourists from Israel, although the current turmoil in Egypt makes travel to Sinai
uncertain.The hopes for a regional peace agreement that the Egyptian-Israeli settlement raised
were not quickly realized. No additional Arab countries came forward to negotiate. The 1982
invasion of southern Lebanon put further strains on Israel’s relations with its neighbors.
Deteriorating relations with Palestinians in the West Bank and Gaza marked the 1980s, as more
land was appropriated for Jewish settlements. In 1987, the Palestinian population of the West
Bank and Gaza began daily commercial strikes and demonstrations. This uprising, the Intifada,
continued through the early 1990s.The 1990s brought a wave of almost a million immigrants
from Ethiopia and the dissolving Soviet system and, in the summer of 1990, the Kuwait crisis.
Israel was not a participant in the Allied coalition against Iraq in the Gulf War that followed, but
Saddam Hussein declared that he would “incinerate half of Israel” with missile-borne chemical
and bacteriological attacks if the Allied coalition moved against him. The United States asked
Israel to refrain from retaliating if it came under attack and pledged that any Iraqi missile threat to
Israel would be destroyed by American bombing within the first hours of war. Nevertheless,
Israelis found themselves dashing for gas masks and sitting in makeshift sealed rooms,
experiencing nightly Scud missile attacks for the entire 6 weeks of the Gulf War. Iraq’s missiles
turned out to be armed only with explosives instead of the chemical weapons Hussein had
threatened, but the ordeal left its mark on Israeli society. Many Israelis came to believe it was
worth taking risks to try to achieve peace. Others were more determined than ever to avoid any
further concessions. The Oslo peace process began in 1991 and continued after President Bill
Clinton arranged a White House peace process ceremony between newly elected Prime
Minister Yitzhak Rabin and Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat in 1993.dining BARGAINS1. Look
for weekday business lunch specials. In many restaurants, they go until 5 or 6pm. Remember—
after the witching hour, when lunch turns to dinner, the price for the same dishes can double.2.
In Jerusalem, Tel Aviv, and Eilat, you’ll find free tourist magazines and pamphlets loaded with
coupons offering 10 percent discounts on many restaurants. Some of these places are quite
good.3. Amazingly, kosher restaurants are not all that easy to find in all parts of Israel. Check
out , a website that reviews tons of kosher choices all over the country. It also offers coupons
and vouchers for dining spots.4. Fill up at breakfast. Israeli hotels offer vast morning buffets, and
if you’re discreet, and your hotel dining room is big and busy, you should have no problem
slipping a few treats into your daypack for later in the day.THE PEACE PROCESS STALLS
Negotiating directly with Palestinians and moderate Arab governments, Israel began a planned
withdrawal from parts of the West Bank and Gaza in 1994. In the same year, a peace treaty was
signed with the Kingdom of Jordan. The assassination of Prime Minister Rabin by a Jewish



opponent of the peace process in 1995 was a blow for those who hoped for lasting peace.After
the assassination of Prime Minister Rabin, a new, violent Palestinian Intifada erupted from 2000
to 2005. In 2005, Prime Minister Ariel Sharon evacuated all Israeli settlements in Gaza but
suffered a massive stroke before he could outline further plans. Since then, the conflict has
continued on a course of uncertainty, punctuated by rocket attacks on southern Israeli towns
from Gaza and by Israeli retaliation.EATING & DRINKINGFor the first half of Israel’s existence,
food was supposed to be simple and healthy. It was virtually anti-Zionist to be into the many
ethnic cuisines that flooded the country from the far corners of the earth.Today, Israel is in love
with fine food as well as with good wines. The country is awash with young, imaginative Israeli
chefs who are creating inventive haute cuisine menus rooted in ancient local food traditions and
immigrant recipes including French, Mediterranean, nouvelle, and Asian traditions, often all
blended. Tel Aviv is the foodie center, but elsewhere in the country, food standards have
improves, too.ISRAELI street food TIPSFalafel and shwarma tucked into a pita with chopped
salad and eaten on the run have become the national fast foods of Israel. To make sure you
sample the best the country has to offer, here are a few tips: A quality falafel (spiced chickpea
fritter) sandwich should contain at least four falafels and your choice of a number of fresh salads
and condiment sauces. Buy from places with a big turnover and fresh, hot falafels. You should
be able to see falafels being fried; if the oil is dirty or not constantly boiling, move on. A
sandwich made with giant napkin-size Iraqi pita bread costs a half-shekel more and fills you up
for most of the day. Shwarma (spiced turkey or lamb on a spit) should be freshly sliced from the
spit. If the proprietor must turn on the flame to heat the spit, move on. Many stands offer
hummus either as a separate sandwich choice or with falafel. Avoid it after 11am on a hot
summer day. Falafel sandwiches, especially with lots of essential techina sauce, tend to be
messy. Grab tons of napkins—techina stains are forever.Strangely, amid all this elegance,
fusion, and attention to quality, it’s hard to find a good chicken soup in Israeli restaurants. Very
few restaurants serve old-world Eastern European Jewish dishes. Instead, typical Israeli cuisine
draws on Arabic traditions, such as the meze, a vast array of spiced salads and spreads that
opens a lavish Middle Eastern–style feast. It includes the Arabic falafel and moves on to
scrumptious shwarma (seasoned meat cooked on a spit) and kabobs, served with your choice
of salads and sauces, all tucked into a pita sandwich. Palestinian zataar (a traditional mix of local
spices that includes dried hyssop and salt) flavors food throughout the country. For travelers, big,
often very shareable fresh salads are available in cafes everywhere. For kosher travelers, Israel
offers a rare chance to sample excellent kosher Indian food as well as an array of kosher Italian,
French, Chinese, and sushi dishes.But a big chunk of the Israeli cuisine experience is just being
there. A great lamb chop, a plate of ordinary pasta, a grilled lamb kabob, or even a falafel
sandwich becomes a memorable meal if it’s served on a starlit dock stretching into the Sea of
Galilee or on a rooftop terrace in the heart of Jerusalem’s Old City.Dining CustomsTHE
SABBATH (SHABBAT) On Friday afternoons and afternoons before holidays, kosher
restaurants close around 2pm in preparation for Shabbat (the Jewish Sabbath), which begins at



sunset. Most restaurants don’t reopen until Saturday evening after dark. Depending on the
volume of business, some restaurants may stay open beyond normal closing hours on Saturday
night. A number of nonkosher restaurants remain open on Shabbat in the big cities.Your hotel
usually provides Saturday breakfast, but you will need to deal with Friday’s dinner and
Saturday’s lunch. Most larger hotels serve kosher Friday-night meals and Saturday lunches
prepared before the Sabbath, but hotel dinners are expensive and bland, and you generally
need to reserve these ahead of time, whether you’re a guest of the hotel or not. By Saturday
evening after the sun sets and Shabbat is over, restaurants will be open again, but in summer,
the end of Shabbat comes quite late. If you’re kosher and don’t want to go to the expense of
reserving Shabbat hotel meals, eat a hearty lunch on Friday and buy take-away
supplies.KOSHER FOOD According to the rigorous regulations of kashrut, only peaceful,
nonpredatory animals that chew their cud and have cleft hooves and birds that do not eat carrion
may be used for food—and then, only if they have been killed instantly and humanely according
to methods supervised by religious authorities. Only fish with fins and scales can be eaten,
which means no shellfish or dolphins. Pork, too, is forbidden. Kosher restaurants that serve milk
will not serve any food containing meat or poultry, although they are permitted to serve fish. This
means that cheese lasagna must be meatless. In restaurants serving meat, your coffee will be
served with milk substitute and desserts won’t contain milk products.A restaurant may maintain
a kosher menu, but if it prepares and cooks food or does business on Shabbat, it will generally
not be able to receive a kashrut certificate.Note: Never bring your own food (such as a cookie or
a piece of baklava) to a meal at a kosher restaurant, as this may contaminate the kashrut status
of the establishment.In many cases, kosher restaurants may be 5 to 10 percent more expensive
than comparable nonkosher restaurants. If kashrut is not a concern, you can save a bit by
seeking out nonkosher places. Glatt kosher and mehadrin (especially stringent supervision of
kashrut) often mean an even higher price.WHEN TO GOClimateIsraeli has two seasons: winter
(late Oct to mid-Mar), which is cool to cold and when the rains occur, and summer (Apr–Oct),
which is warm to hot and virtually rain-free. Winter in Israel starts with showers in October and
advances to periodic heavy rainfall from November to March. Swimming is out in the
Mediterranean during this time, except during occasional heat waves, although at times you can
swim in Eilat and the Dead Sea in the winter. The Israeli winter doesn’t normally involve snow,
except for on Mount Hermon on the Golan Heights.During February and the beginning of March,
the entire country turns green from the winter rains, and wildflower displays in the Galilee and
Golan regions are truly spectacular. By late March, the flowers and the green fade. In the months
that follow, the heat gathers intensity, reaching its peak in July and August. By SeptemberIsrael
also experiences hot, dry desert winds at the beginning and end of the summer, although a
hamsin can occur anytime from March to November. A hamsin (or sharav) heat wave means you
must cut back on rushing around: Plan to be in air-conditioned museums, in the shadowy depths
of a bazaar, or in the water during midday, and make sure you increase your water intake.In
winter, cold rain systems move in from the north. Because they are prevented from continuing



south by the constant tropical highs over Africa, these storms can stall over Israel for days until
they rain themselves out. Lots of warm socks, layered clothes (including a fleece liner), and a
good raincoat and portable umbrella are necessary.Israel’s Calendar(s)Israel “officially” operates
on two separate systems for determining day, month, and year: the Jewish calendar, dating from
some 5,750 years ago, and the Gregorian calendar, used in most countries. Recognized, but
“unofficial,” are even more calendars, such as the Julian (Julius Caesar) calendar, which runs 13
days behind the Gregorian; and the Muslim era, which counts the years from A.D. 622, when the
Prophet Muhammad led the Hegira from Mecca to Medina. These calendars disagree not only
about dates but also about whether time is measured by the sun, the moon, or a combination of
the two and when the year should start and end. (We know of at least three Christmases in
Israel.)THE WEEKLY HOLIDAY SCHEDULE Israel is a confusing place when it comes to the
weekly holiday schedule. Jews stop work at midafternoon on Friday; some Muslims stop at
sundown on Thursday (although many shops remain open on Fri); most Christians are off all day
on Sunday. In Tel Aviv, no buses run from late Friday afternoon until Saturday after sundown,
although small private minibuses cover some of the main routes. In Jerusalem, buses run only in
the Arab neighborhoods on Saturday; in Haifa, there’s partial bus service on Saturday. In Eilat,
there is no public transport on Shabbat. Throughout the country, some shops open just as others
are closing for a holiday.On Saturday, almost all shops throughout the country are closed (except
in Israel’s Arab communities, including cafes and Arab or Christian establishments in
Jerusalem’s Old City), as are nearly all transportation stops (only Haifa has limited municipal bus
service at this time, and only taxis or small sherut companies operate in or between cities). Gas
stations are mostly open on Shabbat, because few are located in religious neighborhoods. Most
admission-free museums are ordinarily open for part of Shabbat; entrance tickets, when
required, must sometimes be bought from private-duty guards outside the museum entrance.
Precise hours for the duration of Shabbat, which vary according to the time of sunset, are listed
in the Friday “Jerusalem Post.”There is a growing list of exceptions: In Tel Aviv, many restaurants,
cafes, discos, and theaters close on Friday afternoon for a few hours but reopen on Friday night;
Haifa has always had a quiet alternative Friday nightlife; and in Jerusalem, a number of cinemas
and nonkosher restaurants remain open; recently the pub area around Jerusalem’s Russian
Compound has begun to boom, and Friday nights are busy.Most Israelis are not Sabbath-
observant and love to travel on their day off, so if you drive on Saturday, you’ll find the roads to
beaches and parks quite busy. About the only people who will try to stop you are the
ultrareligious Jews. Many streets in religious areas are blocked with boulders; most ultra-
Orthodox neighborhoods in Jerusalem and Bnei Brak, near Tel Aviv, have official permission to
close their streets to traffic. Don’t even think of trying to drive in such areas—you can be stoned
and your vehicle damaged, and you will have no help from the police.HOLIDAYS If awards were
given for having the maximum number of holidays a year, Israel would win. Israeli holidays will
affect your visit in several important ways. First, hotels and campsites fill to capacity, and rates
rise by as much as 20 percent. Next, transportation and restaurant service may be curtailed or



completely suspended, and places of entertainment may be closed. On the other hand, a
holiday is a special occasion, and you won’t want to miss the events that may take place. To
keep your wits amid all these openings and closings read the following information
carefully.Israel Calendar of Holidays & EventsHere’s a general guide to when holidays and
festivals occur in Israel. Keep in mind that a Jewish holiday that generally falls in March may
some years fall on a late date in February, because Jews follow a lunar-based year. Note also
that not all Jewish holidays are subject to Sabbath-like prohibitions and closings. Holidays when
things close down are indicated by an asterisk (*). Note: The celebration of each holiday
commences at sundown on the evening before the date listed and ends at sundown of the last
day shown.For updated information about holidays, special events, and festivals, check with
your nearest IGTO office. In North America, call the Israel Tourism Information Center at 888/77-
ISRAEL (477-235) or visit .JANUARY/FEBRUARYIsraeli Arbor Day (Tu b’Shevat): Thousands of
singing and dancing schoolchildren traipse off to plant trees all over the country. Synagogues
and some restaurants have special Tu b’Shevat dinners.MARCHPurim (Feast of Lots): Recalling
how Queen Esther saved her people in Persia (5th c. B.C.), this is an exciting time when folks,
especially children, dress up in fancy or zany (sometimes irreligious) costumes, have parties,
parade in the streets, give food baskets, spray shaving cream at passersby, and make merry. In
Jerusalem and Safed, Purim is celebrated 1 day later than in the rest of the
country.APRILPassover (Pesach)*: The commemoration of the ancient Israelites’ Exodus from
Egypt. Because the Israelites left in haste, before the bread in their ovens could rise, no bread,
beer, or other foods containing leavening are obtainable for 7 days (8 days outside Israel). Many
restaurants simply shut down for this period. The first night of the holiday is devoted to a Seder,
a family meal and ritual recalling the Exodus of the ancient Israelites from Egypt. (Note: In the
Diaspora, the Seder is held on both the first and second nights of Passover; however, inside
Israel, the Seder is held only on the first night.) Many hotels and restaurants have special
Seders for tourists. The first and last days of this holiday are Sabbath-like affairs, which means
the country more or less closes down. During the half-holiday days of Passover week, many
shops, museums, and services are on reduced schedules. As schools are closed, Israelis travel
during this week. Reservations at hotels, B&Bs, and kibbutzim are impossible to get unless you
book well ahead, and rates are the highest of the year.Holocaust Memorial Day (Yom Ha-
Shoah)*: This marks the time of the year in 1945 when the concentration camps in Europe were
liberated and the Holocaust came to an end. It also marks the Warsaw Ghetto Uprising in 1943.
All places of entertainment are closed. As the day begins (like all Jewish days, at nightfall), most
restaurants are closed, although public transportation continues, and most shops and
businesses are open. At 10am on Yom Ha-Shoah, a siren sounds throughout Israel, and a
period of silence is observed in memory of the six million Jews who perished. A memorial
ceremony is held at Yad VaShem in Jerusalem.MAY/JUNEMemorial Day*: One week after Yom
Ha-Shoah, the nation remembers its war dead. Restaurants and places of public entertainment
are closed, but transportation companies operate, and most shops are open. Again, at 11am, a



siren sounds, and a period of silence is observed. Throughout the country, memorial services
are held.Independence Day: The day after Memorial Day, Israel commemorates the day in 1948
when the British Mandate ended and the State of Israel was proclaimed. It is celebrated with
house parties and municipal fireworks.Jacob’s Ladder Country, Folk, and Blues Festival (usually
at Kibbutz Nof Ginosar): This important event is held in the Galilee for 3 days in mid-May. All
types of music from contemporary and classic folk to Celtic are offered. For information, call
04/696-2231 or visit .Lag b’Omer: Ending 33 days of mourning, this is a happy celebration for
the Hassidim, who head to the Meiron tomb of the mystical Rabbi Shimon Bar Yochai in Galilee
to sing and dance around bonfires. There are also pilgrimages made to the tombs of other great
rabbis. Children around the country sing, dance, and light bonfires.Shavuot (Pentecost)*: A
summer harvest celebration and a special favorite of agricultural settlements, this is often
marked by plays, entertainment, and children dressed in white and wearing floral crowns.
Because it also recalls the receipt of the Ten Commandments, it is observed as a religious
holiday. Dairy foods, such as blintzes and cheesecakes, are traditionally prepared. At
synagogues as well as at the Western Wall, the Torah is studied throughout the night.Abu Gosh
Music Festival: This is a new festival held in the Arab-Israeli village of Abu Gosh, in the hills west
of Jerusalem. Classical and religious music is performed in the village’s two churches; there are
also street performances and arts and crafts. It’s held each year at Shavuot and Succot.Israel
and Jerusalem Festivals of the Performing Arts: In late spring, two festivals featuring
extraordinary music groups and theater and dance companies come from all over the world to
perform. Exact dates at .White Nights: This is Tel Aviv’s annual late-June, all-nighters’ festival,
featuring rock concerts, free architectural tours, parties at local bars, dancing on the beach, art-
gallery receptions, outdoor videos, and special dinner deals. Visit for information.Tel Aviv Gay
Pride Week: A growing festival it includes a major parade, dozens of events, and thousands of
visitors from Israel and abroad. Visit .JULY/AUGUSTIsraeli Folkdance Festival (Karmiel, in the
Galilee): Jewish ethnic dancers come from around the world for this festival. Early
July.Jerusalem International Film Festival: Increasingly prestigious, with offerings from around
the globe, this festival takes place at the Jerusalem Cinémathèque. For more information, call
02/672-4131 or visit . First 2 weeks in JulyJerusalem Arts and Crafts Festival: Held in the
Sultan’s Pool in the valley outside the western walls of the Old City, the contemporary Israeli craft
booths are not usually of a high level, but the large International Craft Section is excellent.
Performances by Israeli musicians take place every night. Late July.Ramadan: During the holy
month of Ramadan, Muslims do not eat or drink during daylight hours, but at night many parties
are held. Most places serving food in Arab communities are closed during the day; Islamic sites
and mosques are closed to non-Muslims during the entire month.Eid Al Fitr: The biggest holiday
in the Islamic year is celebrated the day Ramadan ends and for 2 or 3 days immediately
following. On Eid Al Fitr, most Muslim-owned shops are closed.Tisha b’Av: The fast day on the
ninth day of the Jewish month of Av is a time set aside to remember the destruction of the First
and Second Temples, which by ominous coincidence were destroyed on the same calendar day



in the years 586 B.C. and A.D. 70. Entertainment facilities and many restaurants are closed.Red
Sea Jazz Festival (Eilat): This acclaimed international jazz festival is held in Eilat. Visit for
information.SEPTEMBER/OCTOBERThe Jerusalem International Chamber Music Festival: Held
at the YMCA Concert Hall and produced by the Jerusalem Symphony Orchestra, this festival
offers an array of internationally famous musicians performing classical chamber music. For
information, check out .Rosh Hashanah (Jewish New Year)*: The start of the High Holy Days is a
2-day religious festival, not an occasion for revels but rather for solemn contemplation and
prayer. Almost everything in the Jewish sectors close.Yom Kippur (Day of Atonement)*: On the
10th day of the Jewish year, the High Holy Days culminate in the most solemn of Jewish
holidays. Places of worship are crowded, but the large synagogues reserve seats for tourists,
and some of the larger hotels organize their own services. Yom Kippur is a fast day, but hotel
dining rooms serve guests who wish to eat. Everything comes to a standstill; even TV and radio
stations suspend broadcasting.Succot (Feast of Tabernacles)*: This 7-day holiday recalls how
Moses and the children of Israel dwelled in “booths” (or “succot”) as they left Egypt to wander in
the desert. Observant families have meals and services in specially built, highly decorated yet
simple huts located in gardens or on balconies. Succot is also a harvest festival and thus an
agricultural and kibbutz favorite. On the first and last days of Succot, Sabbath-like restrictions
are observed.Simchat Torah*: As Succot ends, Jews rejoice as they complete the yearly cycle of
reading the Torah (the first five books of the Bible); street festivities in Jerusalem and Tel Aviv
mark this day. Cantors read the final verses of the Torah in synagogues around the country and
then immediately start again.Eid Al Adha: The second-biggest Islamic holiday commemorates
Abraham’s near-sacrifice of his son. Animals are sacrificed, big family feasts are held, children
receive gifts and new clothes, many shops in Arab neighborhoods are closed, and mosques are
closed to tourists.NOVEMBEROlive Festival: In recent years, both Jewish and Arab communities
in the Galilee have come to mark the November olive-harvest period with at least a dozen local
festivals of traditional foods, music, crafts, and dance. Check with the Nazareth and Akko tourist
information offices for the best options.DECEMBERChanukah: Celebrates the victory of the
Maccabees over Syrian Greeks and the consequent rededication of the Temple in 164 B.C. For
8 days, this history-based holiday is marked by the nightly lighting of the eight-branch
menorah.International Choir Concerts: These take place in Bethlehem on Christmas Eve
(December 24). The Christian Information Centre () inside Jaffa Gate has information about
these programs and security conditions in Bethlehem.Liturgica (Jerusalem): A week of choral
music organized by the Jerusalem Symphony Orchestra in late December. For program
information, visit .4SETTLING INTO JERUSALEMPlanning your trip to Jerusalem needn’t cause
you undue tsuris (that’s the Yiddish word for “stress”). This chapter covers the best ways to
navigate the city and introduces you to the city’s most authentic and evocative restaurants and
hotels, places that truly wouldn’t exist outside the Holy Land. With these suggestions in hand,
the practical issues involved in your stay should go smoothly and allow you to concentrate on
sightseeing (covered in chapter 5), which is really the reason you’ve come to Israel. But having a



nice place to stay and great meals surely adds to the overall
experience.ORIENTATIONArrivingBY PLANE Ben-Gurion Airport is the country’s international
arrivals center. It’s a 45-minute drive west of Jerusalem and a 25-minute drive in the opposite
direction to Tel Aviv. There are a number of options to get from Ben-Gurion into
Jerusalem.Sherut A popular, reasonably priced way to get to Jerusalem from Ben-Gurion
Airport is by these 8 to 10 passengers vans with a fixed per-person rate (NIS 65, baggage
included). The sherut stand, run by Nesher Sheruts, is to the left as you exit the arrivals area of
the terminal building. Confirm that the destination of the Nesher van is Jerusalem, give your
luggage to the driver, and climb in. When all the seats are claimed, the van will take off. For no
additional charge, the driver must take you from the airport to the doorstep of the hotel or
residential address of your choice anywhere in Jerusalem. If your hotel is in the Old City, a sherut
will generally take you near but not inside the Jaffa Gate or Damascus Gate. Depending on
conditions, sheruts may not serve addresses deep inside East Jerusalem.Sherut from
Jerusalem to Ben-Gurion Airport For the return trip to the airport, your hotel will be glad to make
an appointment for Nesher Sheruts to pick you up (let the hotel know about 2 days before your
departure). If you want to make your sherut reservation in person, the office of Nesher Taxis and
Sheruts (02/625-7227), known for its extremely reliable airport service, is upstairs at 23 Ben-
Yehuda St., near King George Street. The company picks up passengers round-the-clock, 7
days a week. Be sure to specify sherut rather than a special, which means a much more
expensive private taxi. Note: If you need transportation to the airport on the Sabbath, you must
make your reservation by Thursday—although sheruts run during Shabbat, the Nesher office is
closed on Shabbat and is not available for reservations in person or by phone. If you are with a
group of three or four people, it could pay to take a taxi.Private Taxi The fixed-price rate for a
private taxi is NIS 280. There is a higher tariff for the Sabbath, holidays starting at 4pm on
Fridays (or the eves of holidays) and weekday nights after 9pm. If you happen to have three or
four people in your party (standard taxis take only up to four passengers, and the fourth
passenger is at the driver’s discretion), the cost for this most convenient option is really little
more than that of a sherut. Agree on a definite price ahead of time. Taxi drivers do not expect
tips, but if you have a number of heavy bags, the driver may quote a slightly higher fare. If your
driver doesn’t charge extra for help with bags, offer a tip of NIS 10.Rental Car All major car-
rental companies have offices at Ben-Gurion Airport. Traffic, road construction, and parking
problems make having a rental car in Jerusalem more hindrance than help.BY TRAIN On
weekdays, 20 trains a day arrive from Tel Aviv at Jerusalem’s Malha Station, on the far western
edge of the city. From there, you must take a municipal bus into the center of town. Trains are
slower and less frequent than buses, but the route is a bit more scenic. Officially the trip takes
1½ hours; the fare from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem is NIS 25, with small discounts for students and
children up to age 10; kids under 10 are free. For current schedules and fares, visit .BY BUS
There is direct, scheduled bus service from most major cities to Jerusalem. Between Tel Aviv
and Jerusalem, buses leave as soon as they are full; the trip takes 1 hour, and the fare is NIS 22.



Most buses arrive and depart from Jerusalem’s Central Bus Station, at the western entrance to
the city, right on Jaffa Road. From there, you can easily pick up municipal buses to all parts of
West Jerusalem.
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Lauretta A. Farrell, “Very helpful. I have the opportunity to spend five days in Israel -- an add-on
from a work trip. This book really helped me to narrow down my options and make the most of
the trip.”

retiredinwonderland, “good book - not a lot of extra junk to .... good book - not a lot of extra junk
to wade through.  got right to the point on highlights and what to see.”

Eliza, “This has proved an excellent guide and has helped us plan our upcoming trip. This has
proved an excellent guide and has helped us plan our upcoming trip. The pullout map is very
useful!”

Marika, “Very useful and relevant. Very useful and relevant. I used it to plan our trip and am so
glad I did! Plenty of helpful info included.”

Sissy at Suwanee, “Guide to Israel. Received it two days ago and am enjoying my tour.
Excellent resource.”

Matt T, “Five Stars. not as many details as some but great for the tourist.”

michael kaye, “Highly recommended Five stars!. An excellent guidebook for travellers to
Israel!!!  It is all you need for your visit !!!!”

G. Javor, “Four Stars. Ok, but nothing special”

Nina, “This is a great guide and points out some excellent places to eat .... This is a great guide
and points out some excellent places to eat and stay in an easy to use format”

The book by Robert Ullian has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 54 people have provided feedback.
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